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Sevens in a summer meadow –
Our cars enjoy a lunch break during a
Saunter through the Saints
(see page 20)
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News
Editorial.
The annual “membership renewal marathon” has now ended and you should
all have received your contact lists and
breakdown registers.
We are pleased to report that only nine
members did not renew this year and,
more importantly, membership continues to grow. Six people have joined
(or, in one case, rejoined) the club
since the beginning of April. See
page 6 for the latest recruits.

With the “show season” well under
way we, along with other club members, have been out and about on runs
and rallies. Reports start on page 8.
We are pleased to see that NA7C
events and those organised by other
clubs are generally well attended, although it is noticeable that it is usually
the same group of members who turn
out each time. It would be nice to see a
few new faces now and again.

We know that there are many reasons
why members do not take part in club
events and the choice, of course, is
theirs. However, if you think “If the
club did so-and-so, I’d go along to
that...” please speak to a member of the
committed about it – if we can organise
it, we will!

The news that the displaying of tax
discs will no longer be necessary after
October leads us to wonder what to put
in the external tax disc holders on our
earliest cars.
You used to be able to buy “period” tax
discs – the Gaydon museum had them
– but we do not know if they are still
available. Alternatively a “display
disc” could be made up showing the
car’s type and date.

The user name and password to access
the on-line version of the latest Norfolk
NA7ter were published in the copy sent
to members.

Rick
The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in October 2014

Please let me have any contributions before 30 September
Contact details are on the inside front cover
July 2014
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News
Deaths
We are saddened to have to report the recent deaths of two of our
members.
John Prockter, who joined the club in
September 2005, died in Papworth
Hospital following heart surgery.

We have also learned of the recent
death of member John Clark’s wife,
Diane.

Jack Richards, the well-known haulier
from Fakenham, had been a club member since September 2006. He died at
the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, King's
Lynn.

Our condolences go to John, Anne
Prockter, Gladys Richards and their
families and friends.

Thorne Trophy

Chairman
John Groom presents
the Thorne Trophy for
2013 to
Kevin Shortis
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Rubber Band Racing
Mixed fortunes in the second year
The second running of the “Tuddenham Trials” took place in the Jubilee
Hall on 15 April. Nine rubber-bandpowered cars lined up in the paddock,
but the attendance in the grandstand
was disappointingly low. Two trophies
were again up for grabs – for the furthest distance travelled and the best
car.
Race numbers were drawn and the
competition got under way. First on the
starting grid was last years winner,
Trevor Jenkins, who hoped to repeat
his amazing run of 27 feet 2 inches.
However, this was not to be, as his rebuilt vehicle – possibly over-powered
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– spun wildly and did not achieve a
measurable distance.
Next up was Barney Barnard, who
managed a respectable 7 feet. Paul
Maulden’s first entry then provided
one of the most exciting runs of the
evening as it surged forwards for about
15 feet, stopped dead, then reversed
neatly to finish back where it had started!
John Wyett ran next and achieved a
distance of 12 feet 2 inches. He was
followed by Charles Levien, whose
“Foulshan Flier” came a very creditable second in 2013. The Mark Two
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Charles
Levien’s
Foulsham
Flyer
Mk II

Dave
Rix’s
Reckless
Racer

The Winners
version, a low, light vehicle, shot away
from the start and easily beat the course
record, logging the amazing distance
of 38 feet 10 inches and setting an almost impossible target for the remainder of the field.
John Lain managed 6 feet 2 inches.
Dave Rix’s “Reckless Racer” achieved
24 feet 1 inch, just beating Rick Fryer’s
23 feet 3 inches. Finally Paul
Maulden’s second entry covered 15
feet 4 inches.
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The second run began with Trevor’s
car again failing to get off the grid.
Paul Maulden, having sorted out his
first entry’s reversing problems,
achieved a very respectable distance of
34 feet 5 inches. The Johns – Lain and
Wyett – improved on their scores, but
no one could surpass the “Foulshan
Flier” and Charles was declared the
winner. The prize for best car – judged
by Kevin Shortis – went to the “Reckless Racer” of Dave Rix.
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Rubber Band Cars…again!
It’s rubber band car time again
And he’s been in a tizzy,
Up and down and in and out,
He’s been making me quite dizzy.
Where’s this, where’s that and have you got?
He’s raked through neighbours sheds,
He was out there sometimes with a torch
When they were in their beds.
They began to dread a sound in the night
A squeak of door, a flash of light
They knew who it was although he’s quiet
The Halesworth phantom borrower
Then came the night, he’d worked so hard This car was a trend setter.
Off the grid and made a yard
The second time two inches better!
Nine cars were entered all trying to win
Some lost their wheels or rubber band
Some lost their axle pin
Some even lost the will to live
And one went off it looked the part
Then it reversed back to the start!
The cup was duly presented
The winning car deserved it’s fame
We’ll all relax in the coming months
Until it’s time to start again

Jean Barnard
July 2014
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News
New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
Ian Bilbey lives in Coney Weston,
near Thetford and is currently in the
process of buying a 1929 Chummy.
Bob and Anne Smith, who own a
1935 Ruby, come from Sheringham.

We are also pleased to welcome Chris
and Liz Makepeace back to the club
after several years absence. Chris has
taken time out from Austineering to rebuild a boat, but is now back with his
1932 Cambridge Special.

Snap A Seven – A prize photographic competition
Enter NOW and win a year’s free club membership – worth £15!
Rules
• Photos must be your property and taken by you
or your immediate family. You may enter as
many photos as you like.
• They may be submitted in digital or hard copy
format.
• Closing date for entries is 31 August 2014.
• They must include an Austin 7.
• They must be previously unpublished in the Natter or any other magazine.
• Send you entries by email to rf.na7c@tiscali.co.uk or by post to:

NA7C Photo Competition, 38 Neatherd Road, Dereham, Norfolk,
NR20 4AQ.
• All photos submitted remain the property of the Natter and may be published.
• The judge’s decision is final.
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Drive It Night – 18 June
Record turnout on a summer’s evening
This was the club night nearest the
Summer Solstice, when even Austin
Sevens can have a night out without
being afraid of the dark! About 50
members, in 20 cars, turned out for
Drive It Night to set a new record for
attendance at the club.
Ten assorted Sevens, including Mavis
Jenkins’ Nippy and Ellis Howman’s
old Ruby – driven by a potential new
member – were in the line-up. We were
particularly pleased to welcome
George Crummet in his Gordon England and Jim Hunt, who had hitched a
lift in Michael Spinks’ RP. Both
George and Jim have been unwell and
it was good to see them back in a Seven. Other Sevens included the
Howards in their RP, the Pearl of Henry and Jennifer Thorn, two Rubies
(The Mauldens and Martin Roper) and
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two Specials (Charles Levien and your
Editor).
Among the pre-war non-Sevens were
the Austin Ten of John White, Martin
Jones’ Ford Model A and the Spriddell
brothers in their Standard Special.
Post-war cars included the Algers in
their A35, The Rixes in their Ford
100E, a couple of MGBGTs (Chis
Charles and the Lains) a couple of
Minis (Ian Bilbey and the Jepsons) and
a visiting Morris Minor convertible.
A cool but pleasant evening meant we
could all sit outside, wander round the
car park and enjoy the tasty burgers
and sausages provided by the excellent
barbecue, which did a roaring trade
and helped make it the best club night
for a long while.
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Ufford Vintage Cars – 5 April
The Editor enjoys a great day out – apart from the journey!
The White Lion at Ufford has been
hosting a vintage and classic car rally
for several years – in fact 2014 was
their tenth anniversary – but this is the
first time we had ventured so far into
uncharted territory.
As the weather forecast was a bit undecided, we took Bluey the RP, a decision we came to regret. Our problems

began with a flat tyre near Scole, but
more was to follow...
Arriving at Ufford and eventually locating the pub, we found Paul Maulden
with “Ruby” parked next to a 1929
Chummy belonging to Peter Furness
from the Essex club, so we joined the
end of the line and started our own little A7 enclave.

...our own little
A7 enclave
8

Cars continued to arrive
throughout the morning, including a couple
more “Sevens”. Vehicles were strictly segregated – pre-wars in the
field nearest the pub
and post-wars banished
to a field across the
road. Amongst the latNorfolk NA7ter
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ter were Dave and Tricia Rix, who
had come in their Lotus Elan.
There was a good display of interesting pre-war cars, which we estimated at about one hundred. This
included several rarer marques,
such as Hurtu, OM and Channard
Walker. One very striking vehicle
was a 1916 La France Roadster,
built on an American fire engine
chassis.
The facilities at the rally were excellent, with coffee and hot cross buns on
arrival, an excellent lunchtime barbecue and a real ale marquee, all helped
by the glorious sunny weather.

July 2014

1916 La France Roadster

Around about two o’clock things started to wind down so we said our goodbyes and headed back to Norfolk.
We had just passed through Stradbroke
when a loud bang followed by a contin-
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uous clatter sounded from the engine.
Although progress seemed unaffected
by this, we came out of gear, switched
off and coasted to a halt. Spotting a
convenient farm track, we pushed the
car clear of the road and phoned RH for
assistance.

An hour later we were on the back of a
lorry and heading for home. Subsequent removal and dismantling of the
engine revealed that an earlier repair to
the front bearing lip had become detached from the crankcase and was
hanging and banging around the crankshaft. Another job!

Halesworth to Snape Run – 20 April
The Editor is led astray in Suffolk
Following the previous week’s debacle, and on board the 1929 Special, we
gave ourselves lots of time to get to
Halesworth for this annual jaunt which
we last drove in 2011. However, the
run went perfectly and even allowing
for a break in Bungay, we still arrived
at the starting point – the central car
park in Halesworth – before anyone
else had turned up. In fact we stood
around for a while wondering if we had
the date right, until a Jeep arrived with
the organiser on board.
10

Reassured, we went off for a coffee. returning later to find several more cars
had arrived, including Barney and Jean
Barnard in their RP and Paul and Liz
Maulden in “Ruby”. Dave and Tricia
Rix were next to arrive in their Ford
100E, with Christine Lain as a passenger. John Lain was following, driving
his MGB GT with grandson Tom in the
passenger seat.
By the time for departure had arrived a
good selection of cars had assembled,
Norfolk NA7ter
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...as we trundled our way through the Suffolk countryside
including a couple of large blue
Austins – of which more later. Following a briefing from the organiser and a
short wait for the arrival of the police
we were off, lead, as usual, by the flagbedecked Jeep.
All went well as we trundled our way
through the Suffolk countryside. We
were immediately ahead of Paul and
Liz in “Ruby” and our respective codrivers occupied themselves photographing each other. However, approaching Framlingham traffic started

to become heavy as the convoy found
itself embroiled in a Country Show being held at the College.
Having negotiated the town and its
traffic, we drove on, only to find that
the convoy – or at least that bit we were
in – had come to a halt behind the two
large blue Austins, who, it transpired
had lost sight of the preceeding vehicles and decided to stop, thus getting
even further behind! After a short wait
the journey resumed.

...a couple more
Austins...
July 2014
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Approaching the A12, which we were
told that we would cross, the two large
blue Austins turned left at the roundabout. Being in uncharted territory and
not knowing any better, our convoy
blindly followed them – except for
“Ruby”, still immediately behind us,
who, with the benefit of local knowledge and having spotted the flag-bedecked Jeep waiting beyond the
roundabout ahead, took the correct
route, together with the cars behind
her.

Approaching the Maltings from the totally wrong direction, our arrival coincided with that of a Harley-Davidson
motorcycle club. Fortunately both
clubs were expected and were quickly
directed to our respective parking areas.

Meanwhile the breakaway convoy
found themselves heading up the A12
toward Lowestoft. Trusting that someone must know the way we blindly followed and were eventually gratified to
discover a signpost for Snape.

Shortly after us the “official” convoy
began arriving and we all spent a pleasant afternoon chatting, picnicking,
shopping and sight-seeing.

This year we had been allocated reserved parking in the back paddock – a
big improvement on previous years,
when our cars had been squeezed in
around the buildings.

In contrast to the previous week the
journey home was uneventful – thank
the Lord.

Snape Maltings dates from the 1850s and closed in the 1960s. The buildings
have since been restored and converted into shops, galleries and a concert
hall, where part of the world-famous Aldeburgh music festival, begun by
Benjamin Britten, is held.
More information at www.snapemaltings.co.uk
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Drive It Day – 27 April
Drive It Day, promoted by the FBHVC, is held on the Sunday nearest St
George’s Day, as an annual commemoration of the first Thousand-Mile
Trial in 1900. Dave Rix reports on this year’s event, a run from Coltishall
to the Norfolk Motorcycle Museum at North Walsham.
The day was more pleasant than earlier
forecasts had suggested as we gathered
beside the river at The Rising Sun Inn
in Coltishall for our picnics or pub
lunches, ready to take to the road at
2pm.

All were in good spirits as we left for a
back-roads trundle to North Walsham
Motorcycle Museum where we
thought long-forgotten memories of
Beezer Bantams and the like would be
stirred.

... we
gathered
beside the
river...

July 2014
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...ready to take to the road....
The ‘all’ referred to above who attended were, in no particular order:

• Michael Spinks, whose knowledge
of the local roads was much appreciated, in his Box Saloon.

• Mrs R and myself in the Chummy.

• David and Lynne Wall came along,
initially in the Ulster, which had
turned into a Chummy by the time
we took to the road.

• Roy and Sonia Barmby with the
Cambridge.
• Rick and Cherry Fryer taking the
air in their Special “Cecil”.
• Henry and Jennifer Thorne taking
their dog along in the Pearl.

14

• Phil and Trisha Sharpe were being
looked after by Winston the spaniel
in their Ruby.
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• David and Chris Charles brought
the red Austin Ten along. Chris copiloted me on the way to North
Walsham as Mrs R wanted to experience the delights of “Ten” motoring, or so she said!
A couple of classics also made an appearance:
• Club members John and Christine
Lain in the MGB GT

Jenkins with Frankfurter and Chipolata
the two hot dogs! who travelled in the
Land Rover on this occasion.
The route took us past Buxton Mill,
through Brampton, passing Oxnead
Mill and on to Swanton Abbot where
we turned left and climbed to join the
main road just past the Captains Pond.
Not a long ride but a lovely area
through which you would not normally
pass if you hadn’t joined the NA7C!

• Will and Maggie Rhodes (who
aren’t members) with an open Tri-

Arriving at the museum

umph Vitesse. (I can’t remember
when I last saw an open Vitesse,
but on our way home whilst fitting
the side screens in the Chummy, a
young couple in a white open one
stopped to see if we needed help!).

At the Museum we were met by
Stephen Harmer and commenced to
explore the 80 plus machines on view,
from the ABC 125cc Scootamota of
1920 to a 1949 motorised invalid carriage.

Finally bringing up the rear to pick up
the pieces were Trevor and Mavis
July 2014
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“I used to run one of those” was heard
a few times and everyone had their favourite models.
An “in-the-wheel” Cyclemaster recalled earlier days – there is a club for
these various cycle-assisting contraptions called “The Stinkwheel Club”,
because that’s what they did!
At the other extreme was a 1923 Henderson sporting a 1000cc 4cyl in-line air
cooled engine which looked a bit of a
beast to handle (this stuff must be fascinating to any lady members who
have stayed with me so far!)

The machines were not all pristine and
many in “as found” condition - this
adds interest to see them as they would
have been in everyday use. There were
too many bikes to comment on all and
quite a few artefacts were on show also. The Museum also undertakes repairs and overhauls to their own and
their customers’ bikes.
I would like to thank the members who
came along and gave us the best Drive
It Day turnout we had had for several
years and would welcome any
thoughts on next years run, perhaps
with a bit more attraction for the aforementioned ladies?

The Norfolk Motorcycle Museum at North Walsham is open seven days a
week from 10:00 to 16:30. (Closed on Sundays from October to Easter).
For more details visit www.mc-museum.freeserve.co.uk
16
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“Austin
should’ve
stuck
to cars!”

Stradsett Park Vintage Rally – 4/5 May
The Editor reports on a good day out – especially if you like tractors!
Having tried – and failed – to blag our
way in last year, this time we played it
safe and booked. We went on Bank
Holiday Monday and enjoyed a beautiful spring day’s sunshine.
The show is predominantly geared towards tractors and, as I have probably
said before, they don’t do a lot for me,
particularly the post-war models.
There was one Austin tractor in the
line-up and a chat with the owner elicited the comment that “Austin
should’ve stuck to cars!” Apparently
Sir Herbert’s tractors do not have a
good reputation and only found a ready
market in France.
On the car front – at least on Monday –
there were about 150 cars and commercials present, along with some military
July 2014

stuff. They were rather “pushed in a
corner” and the allocated area was only
just big enough. As is becoming the
norm, the majority were “classics”,
some as late as the 1990s! A quick
count-up revealed less than 20 pre-war
vehicles. Apart from the Editorial Special the were two other “Sevens” – an
RN and an RP – the latter belonging to
member Ivor Smith and driven by his
son-in-law. Other members seen at the
show included Dave Rix and John Lain
in Dave’s Lotus and George Venni,
who had brought along two of his traction engines. George’s wife Ginny was
showing her 1960 Triumph TR3.
There was a large number of trade
stand, including tools and auto-jumble
and a good variety of food outlets,
charity stalls and sideshows.
17
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Classic Vehicle Rally & Country Fayre – 4 May
Dave Rix reports on his first visit to this event, held at Earsham Hall and
organised by Bungay Lions
An early start in Little Nell, to deliver
Mrs R’s cow pies to Seething Tower
for their first open day of the year, then
off to Earsham Hall was the order of
the day on this cloudy but dry Sunday
morning.

the total number of cars around 300.
This was surprising as I was told last
year there were about 100. Adding in
tractors, motorbikes and commercial/
military stuff made quite an impressive
show.

It was the second year of this event and
we had good reports, so decided to take
the Chummy and Elan along and give
a local venue a look. We had left it late
to book and found to our surprise, that
we were numbers 252 and 253, with

The Hall’s shop/showrooms consist of
furniture and kitchen displays and other rather unusual bits and pieces. The
lighting/craft area also had interesting
items and there is a café with outside
tables which was very pleasant in the
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warm sunshine. Music in the form of a
violin was being played in the courtyard adjacent to the café, which also
managed to entertain the queue for the
loo at the same time! (to be fair there
were also loos of the blue variety
spread around the park).
Club members who came along were:
John White in his “Ten”; David and
Karen Witton in their Chummy; Barney and Jean Barnard (who had recommended this event to us) with their
Box: John and Christine Lain in their
MGB: and Hamish and Ann Alger in
the A35. Henry and Jennifer Thorne,
along with the dog, had their books and
van among the vendors. We also had a
brief visit from Trevor and Mavis
Jenkins, who gave us a look-in enroute to another destination, along with
“the girls”, of course!

There was the usual mix of craft and
food stalls and a marquee where a brass
band entertained periodically during
the day. Later in the afternoon I was
also able to buy a tray of runner beans
for three quid!
Earsham Hall is in a lovely setting and
made a worthwhile day out – I feel it
will be a popular venue in future. An
advantage of taking the back roads
home in Little Nell is arriving at the
Lain household to find the tea is made
and the cake is cut!

Earsham Hall has a rich and varied history dating back in part to the 15th Century.
Currently owned by the Derham family, it is home to various businesses
For more details visit www.earshamhallevents.co.uk
July 2014
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At the Tally Ho Tearooms

A Saunter Through the Saints – 25 May
The Editor ventures into Suffolk again for a sunny Sunday jaunt
The starting point for what has become
an annual event, ably organised by
Paul and Liz Maulden, was the Tally
Ho Tearooms at Mettingham, near
Bungay.
Arriving early, we had a quick diversion to look at the ruins of Mettingham
Castle, a fourteenth century fortified
manor house, before making our way
to the tearooms.
Half-a-dozen cars had already assembled there and we were soon joined by
more. By the time the Tally-Ho
opened, at 11am, there were 15 assorted cars present, ranging from a 1926
Chummy to a 1973 MG Midget. Along
with NA7C members there were cars
from both the Lowestoft and Bungay
clubs.
20

There were two Chummies: Dave Rix,
with John Lain as a passenger; and
Philip and Tricia Jepson. Michael
Spinks, Will Dudman and Barney and
Jean Barnard each came in an RP. Rubies were represented by Paul and Liz
Maulden and Phil and Tricia Sharpe.
The final “Seven” was the Editorial
Special.
Other pre-war cars comprised the Austin “Tens” of Brian and Lyn Cole and
Laurie and Patricia Rooke; and Paul’s
Light 12/4 “Eton”, driven by his nephew, Neil, and wife Mandy.
Post-war cars comprised the A35 of
Hamish and Anne Alger and two Ford
100Es, one belonging to Tricia Rix
(with Christine Lain as passenger) and
the other to Brian and Rosemary Page.
Norfolk NA7ter
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A game of follow-my-leader...
Last, but by no means least was the
MG Midget, rebuilt by Paul’s 15-yearold great-nephew, Eddie and driven on
this occasion by Clive, his father.
Following refreshments in the TallyHo, Paul distributed the route maps
and we set off for a game of followmy-leader around the saintly villages
of South Elmham. We trundled sedately along, amusing the bystanders and
occasionally frustrating other motorists as we made our way via Flixton to
Saint Cross, Saint Magaret and Saint
James. Paul and Liz had arranged a
picturesque rural route, which zig-zagged from village to village. Did we go
to Saint Michael and to All Saints?

July 2014

Possibly, but by now we were “All
Saint-ed”-out, so I’m not sure!
Eventually we arrived at our first destination, Saint Just-by-Halesworth – actually the Triple Plea Inn at Broadway
– where we enjoyed an excellent lunch
at this friendly, welcoming venue. Following lunch, the landlord opened his
meadow and allowed us to pose our
cars knee-deep in the wild flowers for
a photo-shoot (see cover).
Then it was back on the road for the
short journey to Holton Windmill,
where Paul had arranged a private visit. We parked in the grounds and made
our way up the hill to the mill.
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Holton is a post mill and is believed to
date back to the 17th century. It is no
longer working and most of the machinery has been removed, but it was
interesting to clamber up to the top of
the structure and to see the way the
whole weight of the mill pivots on one
huge post.

The run concluded here and it only remained to make our farewells and to
thank Paul and Liz for organising such
a delightful day out before we made
our various ways home.

Holton Post Mill
Inset - “Windy Miller” locks up after our visit!
The mill is open to visitors Late Spring & August bank holidays, 10.00-18.00.
At other times by appointment with Mrs J Nichols, Tel. 01896 87236
Access via a footpath from the gate of Mill House, on B1123, Halesworth to
Southwold road, about 1 mile east of Halesworth.

22
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Euston Rural Pastimes – 8 June
The Editor tops up his tan
Having caught the sun on the previous
Saturday at Bury Rotary Club’s rally at
Elveden – an excellent afternoon out,
by the way and one we will be keeping
an eye open for next year – we were
pleased when he weather forecast
promised us a sunny day out at Euston.
We were not disappointed.
This popular event always draws a
good crowd and the EDP later reported
that a record 7,000 had attended.
Amongst that number were our club
members. Dave Rix was flying solo in
his Chummy, but arrived in company
with Philip and Tricia Jepson in theirs.
Other “Sevens” included Michael
July 2014

Spinks in his RP Saloon and the Rubies
of Phil and Tricia Sharpe and Paul and
Liz Maulden, plus us in Cecil the Special. David Lobb arrived in his Vauxhall with vintage caravan in tow and
Hamish and Anne Alger came in their
12/6 Newbury. Three members of the
Essex club also turned up with a selection of saloons. Postwar cars were represented by John Wyett’s A30,
enjoying its first public outing, John
and Christine Lain in their MGB, John
Clark in a Bentley and Mavis and
Trevor Jenkins in a Rolls-Royce.
As usual there were numerous trade
and charity stalls selling just about
23
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John
Wyett’s A30
enjoying its
first public
outing

anything. There were the usual craft
demonstrations – although we did not
spot either the blacksmith or the wheelwright this year.
There were the usual displays of tractors (always too many for us) and
steam engines, both model and full-
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sized (never enough!). Horsepower of
the four-legged variety was provided
by the heavy horses and by “The
Knights of the Damned”, who put on a
display of jousting. This seemed very
tame – evidently Health and Safety’s
tentacles reach even as far back as the
14th Century!
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FBHVC News
The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may
affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like
to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

EU Roadworthiness Directive
Well, the Directive on Roadworthiness
Testing is now in place. From now on
its implementation is in the hands of
the Member States so FBHVC will be
looking to encourage the Department
for Transport to apply it sensibly. Following the furore about this legislation
it is probably worth us bearing in mind
a couple of things.
Firstly, the underlying purpose of the
Directive is to improve road safety
across Europe. There are of course
those who would wish that the UK was
not affected by anything across Europe, but that is not a debate into which
the FBHVC can enter. It is necessary
for us to engage fully with the system
in order to achieve the best outcome for
our members.
And the Directive is not solely, or even
mainly, about historic vehicles. In fact
its drafters have tried hard for it not to
be about historic vehicles at all. So the
Directive permits Member States to
exempt historic vehicles from the new
July 2014

testing regime. It does appear that the
UK Department for Transport (DfT)
will exempt them.
Everyone has laboured mightily over
the terms of the definition of what a
historic vehicle is, but there are genuinely different views across the EU
Member States as to what makes a vehicle authentic and how important actual authenticity is to a historic vehicle.
Of course the FBHVC's position was,
to simplify, that if it is old and cherished it is historic, but that does not
make the people wrong who think that
a vehicle should be fairly unchanged to
qualify. And there is a valid question as
to whether our fairly liberal regime in
the UK permitting wide change to engines, brakes, gearboxes and bodies
might not of itself be a safety risk.
There, the devil will be in the detail and
every example will be unique.
On the definition, part of it really helps
us. DVLA already has its 'Historic' tax
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status, which they will wish to stick
with as already being the national recognition of a vehicle as historic that the
Directive requires. Their approach is
already quite sophisticated in the way,
for instance, it assumes buses and
HGVs will be classified by what they
do, not what they are.
The issue which will face us will be to
make sure the DfT finds a practical
way to interpret 'substantial changes in
the technical characteristics of its main
components'.
DfT have already indicated that they
will start by looking at safety, and if
safety is not compromised they will
wish to be as flexible as they can. I cannot guarantee we will satisfy everyone
but we really will be making an effort
to see that we have thought of as many
of the problems as we can, and get
them to the DfT.
Then we will be looking at testing. The
test requirements set out in the Directive are the minimum standards. The
UK may exceed some of them already.
We simply don't know how DfT will
wish to adapt the existing MoT to be
compliant (which is how I am sure they
will see it), but we will be concentrating on maintaining the most flexible
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approach to testing to make it no more
difficult to test an old vehicle which
has somehow not met the criterion for
being 'historic', than it is now.
So this job is just starting. Depending
on how DfT deal with their obligation
and with their stakeholders, of whom
we are just one, it might be massive,
purely formal, or something in between. It could last for up to four years
which is the maximum time allowed to
member states for compliance. We will
be taking it seriously.
If anyone thinks they have spotted a
possible issue, do let me know. Many
already have and I am starting to keep
a list to use in support of the task. Don't
necessarily expect a rapid reply as it
will be a better use of my time to work
up a brief for DfT than report back individually.
And one piece of advice; the less you
assume that everyone in Brussels, London or wherever, concerned with the
Directive is an idiot out to get us, the
more seriously your points will be taken. It may interest you to know that a
key official in the commission with
specific responsibilities for this Directive is a Land Rover Series l enthusiast.
Hardly a faceless bureaucrat then.
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FBHVC News
Fuel News
Matt Vincent

Possible sources of petrol free from ethanol
There have been persistent rumours for
some time that Murco petrol contains
no ethanol, even though this would expose the company to the risk of fines
for non-compliance with UK fuel regulations, which require the use of renewable fuel blending components
such as ethanol in petrol, and bio-diesel in automotive diesel fuel. However,
investigation has proved a disappointment for those who hoped that they had
found a guaranteed source of ethanolfree fuel. A spokesman for Murco confirmed that all of their 95 octane unleaded petrol contained ethanol at the
normal 5% level.
With respect to the manufacture of the
higher octane petrol generically known
as 'Super Premium', Murco's 'Super
Unleaded' petrol supplied from their
terminals and refinery currently does
not contain ethanol. The supply area
for this product is approximately those
Murco fuel-sales sites south of Milton
Keynes. There are also a number of
Murco fuel sites north of Milton Keynes, which are supplied with Super Un-
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leaded from third party terminals, and
'Super Unleaded' petrol purchased
from these may contain ethanol.
So in summary, the situation for the
sale of Murco petrol is very similar to
that for other household oil company
names: 'Premium' unleaded petrol (95
octane) contains up to 5% ethanol,
while 'Super Premium' petrol (98 octane) is frequently ethanol-free, but in
some parts of the country this product
too may contain up to 5% ethanol. It is
our understanding that within the petrol industry 'Super Premium' grades
are blended to achieve specification
without the addition of ethanol, but this
product may be added after the fuel
leaves the refinery. Because of fuel
distribution arrangements, ethanol may
be added before sale, making it difficult normally to predict with any precision which blends will or will not
contain ethanol. However, the Murco
statement that 'Super Unleaded' petrol
bought from their pumps located in an
area roughly south of Milton Keynes
may be of some help at present.
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Sales & Wants
1937 Opal For Sale

Charle Levien is dealing with the sale of the late John Prockter's Opal. It is a 1937
type APE in Royal Blue, Chassis No. 281408. The engine (two-bearing type) is
believed to have been reconditioned and all the body parts are there. There are some
spares – crankcases, block, etc. The car is garaged near Binham, Norfolk.
Sensible offers to Charles on 01362 684296 or candjlevien@btinternet.com.

Pyrene Extinguishers
The Editor has two Pyrene extinguishers for sale. One is a full-size version, painted gold with a military decal
and mounting bracket – £25. The second is a chromium-plated “Junior”,
with no bracket – £15
Contact details inside front cover.
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Vintage Leather Suitcase
Our Librarian, John Hazel, has this
suitcase for sale. Originally purchased
to go on the back of his Ruby, but since
he has sold the car, he has no further
use for it – £10
Contact details inside front cover.

Free Stuff
Having disposed of his “Seven”, John Wyett has the following surplus to requirements:
• Three 450 x17 used tyres – two
have good tread, other is OK for a
spare. Sidewalls not too bad. (old
and stiff, like me, sadly!)

• Sidedraught inlet/exhaust manifold (reclaimable).
• Tappet cover (needs a clean, derust and paint.)

• Two A7 rear springs and one front
spring.
All free to takers but a small donation to club funds would be welcome or the charity
of your choice. Can deliver to NA7C meeting. Contact details inside front cover.

Books for sale
John Wyett also has the following books for sale. Contact details inside front cover.
• The Austin Seven – RJ Wyatt (3rd
edition 1982) – £8

• Austin Seven Companion (750
MC) – £5ono

• Austin Seven – Chris Harvey (1997
reprint) – £15ono

• Original Austin 7 – Rinsey Mills
– £12ono

Wanted – Gauges for an RP Saloon
Member Ian Howard needs an oil
pressure gauge and a fuel contents
gauge for his 1933 RP Saloon.
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If you can help, please contact him at
ian.howard@woad-inc.co.uk or call
01362 860218.
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What’s On
The Events Calendar for the remainder of 2014 is on page 31. Don’t forget to check
the latest version on the website at www.na7c.co.uk. The Club’s Events Coordinator is Dave Rix, who can be contacted on 01508 493419 or rixna7c@waitrose.com.

NA7C Rally at Norwich Motor Show - 19/20 July
We are holding our main annual get-together in conjunction with the Wroxham and Hoveton Lions Charity Motor
Show at the Royal Norfolk Showground (Red Car Park) on Saturday
and Sunday 19/20 July. We hope to see
as many members there as possible.

If you are attending, please ensure your
entry form is clearly marked “Norfolk
Austin 7 Club” and make sure you are
directed to our area on arrival.
Also, please let Dave Rix know if you
are coming (01508-493419 or
rixna7c@waitrose.com).

Here are some of the other events over the next few months
Contact details are in the Events Calendar:
Friday 4 July – Jaguar Drivers Club Barbecue– Felthorpe Airfield 6:30pm
Saturday/Sunday 5/6 July – Vintage Transport Festival – North Norfolk Railway
Saturday/Sunday 12/13 July – Wings & Wheels – Heveningham Hall
Tuesday 15 July – NA7C Meeting – Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham, 7.30pm
Sunday 20 July – Classic, Custom Car & Motorbike Show - Hoveton
Sunday 27 July – Wander to Wheatfen – Start at Elvins Garage, Poringland
Sunday 3 August – Beighton House Garden Party – Please let David Charles
know if you plan to attend.
Sunday 10 August – RAFA Day - Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum – Flixton
Sunday 17 August – Grand Classic Vehicle Show – Stonham Barns
Tuesday 19 August – NA7C Meeting – Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham, 7.30pm
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What’s On
Sunday/Monday 24/25 August – Village at War – Gressenhall Farm & Workhouse
Tuesday 17 September – NA7C Meeting – Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham, 7.30pm
Sunday 21 September – Magnificent Machinery Show – Hickling
Sunday 28 September – VSCC Race Meeting – Snetterton Circuit
Saturday/Sunday 4/5 October – Vintage Fair – Pensthorpe Nature Reserve
Tuesday 21 October – NA7C Meeting – Guest Speaker - Kevin Shortis - “My
Life and the Business” – Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham, 7.30pm

NA7C Events Calendar 2014
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event

Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event
Date
Jul

Event

4

Fri

Jaguar Drivers Club Barbecue

5
6

Sa
Vintage Transport Festival
Sun

Venue

Contact

Felthorpe Airfield 6:30pm Free entry for classic
cars - just turn up!
North Norfolk Railway

01263 820800

12 Sat Wings & Wheels
13 Sun

Heveningham Hall

01728 832363
mike.rolf@talktalk.net

13 Sun Buxton Bash
15 Tue NA7C Meeting

Buxton Recreation Ground Just turn up!
Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

19 Sat NA7C Rally at Norwich Motor Show
20 Sun

Royal Norfolk
Showground

Dave Rix

20 Sun Classic, Custom Car & Motorbike Show St John's School Playing
Field, Hoveton

Nick Walmsley 01603
782758 (7pm - 9pm only)
austinick@btinternet.com

26 Sat Old Buckenham Air Show
27 Sun

Old Buckenham Airfield

Dave Rix

27

From Elvins Garage, Por- Dave Rix
ingland (11.30am) to
www.wheatfen.org
Wheatfen Nature Reserve,
the home of naturalist Ted
Ellis in Surlingham

Sun

Wander to Wheatfen

27 Sun Briston Tractor Run & Funday
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www.oldbuckenhamairshow.co.uk

Briston Recreation Ground Duncan Duffield
10.00am
hand2door@aim.com
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What’s On
Date
Aug 3

3

Event

Venue

Contact

Sun Beighton House Garden Party

Beighton House, North
David Charles
Burlingham (12 onwards) - 07940 917 588
Bring your own picnic and mail@a7special.co.uk
wine

Sun Wings & Wheels

Tibenham Airfield

www.airshow2014.
norfolkglidingclub.com

10 Sun RAFA Day - Norfolk & Suffolk
Aviation Museum

Flixton

Dave Rix

10 Sun Summer Extravaganza

World Horse Welfare - Hall Maxine Langley
Farm, Snetterton
01953 499100

17 Sun Classic Vehicle Show & Autojumble

Stonham Barns, Suffolk

19 Tue NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

23 Sat King’ Lynn Lions Charity Event
24 Sun

Norton Hill Railway,
Hall Farm, Snettisham

John Groom
01945 474196

24 Sun Village at War
25 Mon

Gressenhall Farm &
Workhouse, Dereham

01362 869259
more info to follow

25 Mon Harleston Fun Day

Harleston, Suffolk

Dave Rix

13 Sat

Stradbroke High School,
Suffolk

www.stradbrokehigh.co.uk

www.aviationmuseum.net

www.worldhorsewelfare.org

Ray Witton 01473 65566
ray.68w@btinternet.com

Sep

Oct

Classic Car & Bike Display

16 Tues NA7C Meeting

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

21 Sun Magnificent Machinery Show

Hickling Barn, Hickling
NR12 0YU

David Skinner 01692 598150

20 Sat Henham Grand Steam Rally
21 Sun

Henham Park

01502 714083
www.henhamsteamrally.com

28 Sun VSCC Race Meeting

Snetterton Circuit

www.vscc.co.uk/page/events

4
5

Sat Vintage Fair
Sun

Pensthorpe Nature
Reserve, Fakenham

Graham Turner
01692 671793

5

Sun Steam Up & Model Engineers Day

Forncett Steam Museum,
Low Road, Forncett St

Dave Rix

magnificentmachinery@
hicklingbarn.com

www.forncettsteammuseum.co.uk

Mary NR16 1JJ
21 Tues NA7C Meeting - Guest Speaker - Kevin
Shortis - “My Life and the Business”

Dave Rix
Jubilee Hall,
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dave Rix
Nov 18 Tues NA7C Meeting - Guest Speaker - John Read Jubilee Hall,
“Tales of The Gasworks”
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Dec

9

Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Wensum Valley Hotel, Golf Paul Maulden 01986 872537
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com
and Country Club,
Beech Avenue, Taverham,
Norwich

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change.
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information
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And Finally...
Among the books in your Editor’s collection is a small one,
published in the mid-twenties, entitled

Don’ts For Motorists

Scattered among the helpful advice – “Don’t look in the petrol tank to estimate its contents with a lighted cigarette in your mouth” and one especially directed at Austin Seven drivers “Don’t use the brakes for reducing
speed except in emergencies” – are some delightful hand-drawn diagrams
illustrating the everyday hazards likely to be encountered on the road...

Club Sales
The following items are available from Paul Mauldon
(01986 872537 or paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com) or at Club meetings

90th Anniversary Tea Towel
Posters – £5
£4
Only a few left!
Will not be reprinted

Club Clothing

Fleeces – £29.50
Polo Shirts – £12.50
Baseball Caps – £11.00

Binder for “Grey Mags”
or “Natter”
holds 12 copies – £5
Stainless Steel
Radiator Badges – £9.95

All available in a variety of
colours and sizes
Details from Paul

Also available
Vinyl Windscreen badges
One large and one small badge – £1.50 per set

AUSTIN SEVEN BOOKS
from

MARGARET MOTORS BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk

A Huge Stock of

New and Used
Books Relating to Austin Sevens
Plus many other books on old cars and related subjects

Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne
01263 577366

